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Remotes, Wall Controls & 45° Canopies

P2631-30 White
Full-function wall control 
transmitter (receiver sold with 
ceiling fan). Use with, or in place 
of, hand-held remote included 
with fans that have a downlight. 
Includes switch plate cover. 

P2613-30 White
Four-speed fan wall 
control. Includes 
switch plate cover.
Not for use with 
multiple fans.

P2666-09  
Brushed Nickel
45° canopy

P2666-30  
White 
45° canopy

P2666-129 
Architectural Bronze 
45° canopy 

P2618-01            
Fan/Light Remote

Provides fan speed 
and light control from 
convenient hand-held 
remote. Compatible 
with non-dimmable 
compact fluorescent 
lamps. For single pole 
applications. Receiver 
fits in fan canopy. 

P2630-30 White
Four-speed fan wall control  
with full-range light dimmer.  
Fits single-gang wall box;  
requires two circuits. Includes 
switch plate cover. Not for use 
with multiple fans.

P2661-01
Universal Fan/Light 
Remote

Provides fan speed 
and full range light 
dimming control from 
a convenient hand held 
remote control. For 
single pole applications. 
Includes a wall plate 
for added storage 
convenience. Receiver 
fits in the fan canopy.

P2665-30 White
Universal remote includes a wall 
mount transmitter, ideal for multi-
family applications, that operates 
three fan speeds and full-range 
dimming light control. Includes 
canopy receiver and wall storage 
bracket. Will work with LED lamps 
and modules. Featuring four “dip” 
switches and 16 code options to 
avoid the chance of interference 
from other remotes.

P2663-01
Fan/Light Remote

Universal remote with two, 
four or eight-hour timer 
option, operates three 
fan speeds and full-range 
dimming light control. 
Includes canopy receiver 
and wall storage bracket. 
Will work with LED lamps 
and modules. Featuring 
many code combination 
options to avoid the 
chance of interference 
from other remotes.

P2667-031  
Wifi Fan/Light Remote

Universal Wifi remote control 
for AC motor fans. Control your 
ceiling fan or light kit via Wifi from 
anywhere. Pairs with Alexa, Google 
Home, or app on your phone or 
tablet. Voice control the fan with 
three speeds and the light with 
full range dimming. App control 
the fan with three speeds or four 
timer selections or full range 
dimming control of the light. Can 
be controlled with the hand held 
remote included with the kit.

P2662-01
Fan/Light Remote

Universal remote operates 
three fan speeds and 
full-range dimming light 
control. Includes canopy 
receiver and wall storage 
bracket. Will work with 
LED lamps and modules. 
Featuring four “dip” 
switches and 16 code 
options to avoid the 
chance of interference 
from other remotes.

P2613-95 Ivory
Four-speed fan wall 
control. Includes switch 
plate cover. Not for use 
with multiple fans.

P2630-95 Ivory
Four-speed fan wall control  
with full-range light dimmer.  
Fits single-gang wall box;  
requires two circuits. Includes  
switch plate cover. Not for use 
with multiple fans.




